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Fig. 3(b). The straight line 

1 -2 
= ( > “1 

Tw 
should pass through 

T +I T 
the point J = 4, 'i;- 

Tl 
= 0.5 instead of $ = 3, - 

Hi I 
; = 0.5. 

At the end of the sixth paragraph on page 13 (oonclu&~ng with the words 
'I.... shown in Fig. jb"), add the sentence "An approximaixon to intense 
enthalpy results for Mach nwnbers up to ten, 1s given by: 

* After second paragraph of section 3, page 14, add Wore recent tests 
(1957) are indicating that the curves in Fig. 5 far M = 3r 4 snd 5 may I 
overestimate tke favourable effect of surface cooling. For example, for / 

? M= 3andT = 1500c, 
gikn by Fig. 5. 

% may not exceed 6 miUions instead of 13 
millions as The follcdng numerical example should, there- 
fore, be treated with caution". 1 

Add the wcm3s "when M is constant" to the end of the last sentence on 
page 20. / 

Page 24,tkirdparagraph. Add the words 'le.s mean values of h over 
'1 the temperature ranges in questian to the end of the sentence beginning 

t~From Fig. 7b we then take . ...". / 
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ROYALAIRCX?AF?ESTABLISHMENT 

Formulae and approximations for aerodymmio 
heating rates in high speed flight 

R. J. Monaghan, LA. 

This note gives formulae and approximations suitable for mking pre- 
15.minmy est.imtes.of aerodymmio heating rates in high speed flight. The 
formulae are based on the "intermediate enthalpy" approximation whioh has 
given good agreement with theoretioal and experimental evidenoe. In the 
general flight ease they muld be used m conjunction with an analogue oom- 
puter or a step-by-step method of integration to predict the variations of 
heat flow snd skin temperature with time. 

In the restrioted ease of flight at oonstant altitude and Maoh number, 
simple -udytioalmethods and results are given whioh tilde the effects of 
raSation an6 oan be applied to "thickl* as w8l.l as ethinn &ss. In dealing 
with "thiak" skins, the important parameters are h hd 

z and r;;;' where h is 

the aeroQnamio heat transfer factor, and G, d and $ sre the heat 
oapaoity, thiola~ss and thermal conductivity of the skin. If (g < 0.1 the 

8 

skin is approximately Vhin~, i.e. temperature gradients aeros its thiola2ess 
may be negleoted. 
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I Introduction 

Several years ago RAE Report Aero 2454 by F. V. Davies and 
R. J. Monaghan gave methods for estimating skin temperatures in high sped. 
flight and inoluded data on the heat transfer coefficients, zero heat transfer 
temperatures etc, neoesssry for the calculations. At that time the state of 

i the art made it advisable to restrlot the scope to calctitions of mean tem- 
peratures over the length of a body or wing and to uniform skins thin enough 
for temperature gradients through their thickness to be neglected.. In addi- 

. tion, no account was taken of longitudinal temperature or pressure gradients, 
and the heat transfer formulae were strictly applicable only to flat plates 
or cones. 

Since that time additional theoretical and experimental evidence has 
become available, so that much of Aero 2&5@ 1s now dated, both in concept 
and content. Some of this evidence has been reviewed in Rof.2, which lnoludes 
a section on the effects of temperature gradients, and more reoen+dy the 
latest evidence has been s ummarised in Refs. 4 and 1 (the Last reference 
includes an approximate method Par estimating tha effects of pressure gradi- 
ents m laminar boundary layers). 

These reports could be used in conJunction with the calculation methods 
of Ref.1, or with an analogue computer, to make better estimates of heat 
transfer rates and skin temperatures in high speed flight, particularly of 
local rather than mean values, and of variatrons along the length of the body. 
However, as the ability to deal with more complicated cases increases, so, 
tiortunately, does the complexity of the mlculations, and there is pro- 
bably still a need for the rough apprcdma tion which.will give a general idea 
of the extent of the problem in any particular ease before detailed calcula- 

7 txons are started. 

The "rough approxunation" of the present report is that longitudinal 
temperature end pressure gratients are neglected and "flat plate" formulae 
are used throughout. However, this approximation may not be too bad, since 
p.cessure gradients are mostly small on the thin wings and slender bodies 
appropriate to supersonic flight and temperature gradients may not have too 
serious an effect except near the leading edge or nose. (As for shape, 
transformations are available between flat plates and bodies of revolution 
with ~sminar bomdary layers16 and recent experunentalwork17 has shown that 
similar transformations may be applicable with turbulent boundary layers.) 

Thus the formulae and methods to be described may gave reasonable esti- 
mates of heat flow rates, skin temperatures eto. along a body or wing, but 
in p3.rtlouls.r cases it would be tivisable to make more detailed. calculations 
U-I regions where temperature or pressure gradients are found to be severe. 
This may involve consideration of longitudinal conduction within a skin and 
structure which is by no means the uniform shell with constant thermal pro- 
perties assumed in the preliminary calculations, so that oaution should be 
exercised to ensure that the refinement of the aerodynamic calculations is not 
nullified by inaccuracies in the solution of the conduction problem ~&thin 
the structure, and vice Tersa. 
E. H. Bateman in Raf.18. 

These difficulties are considered by 

i 
In the present paper, section 2 considers the nature of the aerdynsmic 

heat transfer problem in high speed flow and goes on to give the latest for- 
mulae for estimating heat flow rates, local and mean, with lsminar or with 
turbulent boundary layers. (As mentioned absve, these are strictly appli- 
cable only to a flat plate.) Section 3 considers very briefly the present 
state of knowledge concerning transition from laminar to turbulent, flow. 



Finally, section 4 oonsiders the application of the formulae of section 2, 
including local heat flow rates and how they are affected by hIa& number, sur- 
faoe temperature, altitude and Reynolds number, the effects of radiation sn3 
the resulting equilibrium temperatures and lastly considers the times required 
for a skin to heat up in flight at oonstant Maoh number and altitude, and gives 
charts for estimating the heat- rates of "thick" as well as of "thin" skins. 5 
Numerical examples are given in section 4.5. Most of the numerioel results in 
motion 4 are particular to a given b&y station, but the methods are of 
general application. 

l 

The aim of the present paper is to give formulae and methoda for use in 
odcdations and to show the relative inrportanoe of the various parameters 
involved rather than to give a broad description of the problems of aeroaynamio 
heating. This latter need has probably been met already by Refs. 12, '18 ad 19. 

2 Heat transfer formulae 

When dealing with heat transfer by conveotion d conduction between a 
fluul and a solid it is usual to introduce a heat transfer faotor "h", defined 
by 

q = hAT (2.1) 

where q is the heat transferred per unit time per unit area x 
( > ft2 so , 

ana AT is a representative temperature difference between the fluid and 
the solid ('0). 

Equation (2.1) is an expression of Newton's oooUng "law", but except over 
. 

limited ranges, h is by no means independent of temperature as was assLPnsd 
oraginally. Its main usef‘ulnesa arises from the faot that h has the same 
dimensions as the factor k/a appearing In the formula for heat transfer by 
pure co2lduotion 

9 = $AT (2.2) 

where k is thermal oondilotivity 

ana d is the length of the heat path. 

Thus when dealing with the aerodynamic heating of thiok skins in section 3.4, 
it is necessary to express the aerodynsmio heating rates in the form of 
equation (2.1). 

NOW in low speed flow 
( 
+i” << 1 

> 
the temperature difference AT in 

equation (2.1) is taken to be that existing between the stream outside the 
;ot$ary layer (temperature T,) axd the surface of the body (temperature Tpp), l 

. . 

% = h (‘p, - G) (2.3) l 

if heat is flowing from the airstream to the body. By definition, T is 
&dependent of % (or q)*, Thie is illustrated in F&la whioh ai! ows 
temperature distributions ~..~ss the boundary layer corresponding to several 
values of T,. 
* This is so since, as far as 

F" 
8 air is caaermd, the effeots of the heat 

transfer to the body are fel only wi+.ti thq boudary layer. This layer 
V&U., howear, thiaken or thin &qed.hg on thtf dimctbn end aawunt of the 
heat flow, note Fig-i. 
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Inhigh speed flow 
( 
when yii?.h$* is not ne~ible 

) 
the pioture 

becomes more oomplicat& F?ig.lb show s sometypiod.temperature Sstributions 
for this case. If no heat is being transferred to the body, then the surface 
1s at a temperature (h) which is near to the &s&nation or total temperature 
of' the airstream. When heat is flowing into the body the temperatures pvltkin 
the boundary layer sre everywhere less than T,, but it is oonvenient IGO use 
this temperature & in forming the temperature clifferenoe AT, i.e. to put 

(2.4) 

This prooedure has 8~rm.s th60reti.0d support anl 0Mously satisfies the 
requirement that q + 0 as Tw + Two, but the nature of the curves in 
Fig.ib mey help to illustrate both that (T+Tw) in high speed flow has not 
the same physical signifioance as (T,-Tw) in low speed flow and also that h 
may now be dependent on Tw an.3 on M (the latter influenoes the magnitude 
of the temperature pe&s within the boundary layer). Indeed reoent theoretical 
SdUtiom for heat transfer with a lam5nar boundary layer have shown that it 
also becomes neaesssry to replace h in equation (2.4) by an "effective" 
temperature which is equal to T, only at small rates of heat transfer. 
Thus equation (2.4) should not be regarded as being more &t&an a oonvedent 
expression for 'q. 

The zero heat transfer temperature & is rel&ed to T1 ad h$ by 

T 
ZTi P l+rTqti,* 
Ip1 

whcm ~)r is temperature reoovery factor. The values of r are oonoldarsd 
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 below. 

The heat trsnsfer faotor h is dimensional and it varies consic3Gvably 
with fli.!&t oondi.tions (of. Fig.7), so in aeroaynsmio work it is more oon- 
venient to use the nondimens5~nsl heat transfer coeffioient k&, defined by 

where 
t-7 ““aY are the density ad velwity in the stresm outside the 

boundary layer 

ana 
"P is the speoifia heat of air at oonstant pressure* 

(assumed oonstant in this instanoe). 

Part of the benefit of using G is that it is olosely linked with the skin 
friotion coefficient cf by 

i 
where 6 is the ~~eynolds analogy factor" which in approximation Me* only 
on the physiosl. properties of the fluid through the Fran&t1 number C, wfiere 

* For kg~ to be non.d&ne&iond. it is*essentid for p and ap to be 

expressed in oonsistent units'. Thus if p is - then ap is & 

(= O..?Jt), but if ' p is 3 then 4 is (= 7*73). 
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(2.8) 

where p is viscosity. 

Thus k ani of will show the same variation withBey~lds number. 
(Strictly spealdng, Q is a function of Peolet number Pe rather than of 
Reynolds number Re, where 

PO" 
Pe I -$--. 

However It is easily shown that 

. 

Pe s aRe sinoe Re = .fz 
P 

and henoe it 1s permissible to speak of its "variation with Reynolds number".) 

Up to this stage it has been assumed that the specific heat of air (o 
is constant, which is a good approximat;ion to reality up to temperatures a our33 F 

) 

NOOK. Recent developments in boundary layer analysis have removed this 
restriotion (and also the restriction that Q is oonstant) and the resulting 
effects are discussed in section 2.1 below. . 

2.1 Heat transfer xith laminsz boundary layers, all- for the variation 
of all the physioal properties of air 

. 
E. R. G. Bokert has given a good smmary4 of the vsr~ous stages of refine- 

ment in the solution of the equations for the laminar boundary layer on a flat 
plate with zero temperature end pressure gradie 

l-3 
t along its length, 

in the numerical solutions of Young an3. Jansse Khnker and McLean 
Van Driest7, which allowed for the unrestricted darlation of all the &ysioal 
properties of air. 

If the speoifio heat of air (4) varies, then temperature is no longer a 
realistio qusntlty for insertion in heat transfer formulae, By their very 
nature we should thti instead of the heat oontent or enthalpy "1" of the air 
in tine boundary layer, where 

T 
i il oa!l! 

P (2*9) 

0 

end Fig.2a shows the relationship between enthalpy and temperature (values 
taken from Keenan and byea) over the range of temperatures appropriate to the 
present paper. 

Corresponding to equation (2.5) for sero heat trasfer temperature qo, 
we now have 

i 
WO 

-P 
4 

I + rqM,* 

for the zero heat transfer enthalpy ho, where r is now the enthalpy 
recovery factor. Alteration of equation (2.4) for h is not so straight- 
forward. since it is dimensional, but we may define a new quantity h' given by 

9 = h' (iwo - i,) 
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an&with this deftiticn equation (2.6) becomes 

i 
This may appear to be a highly inconvenient alteration since ~0 the end 

we are interested in skin temperatures, eta, whzch will involve transforming 
back from enthalpy to temperature, and even before that stage is reached It 

, 1s neoesssry to make use of the physical properties Of air ad these are tabu- 
lated against temperature. Indeed. in the lower temperature range there might 
appear to be no virtue in thinking in terms of enthalpy rather than tempera- 
ture (of. Fig.2a). However, the justifioation for the change rests on the 
fact that once It is made it is possjhle to apply the subsequent fonnu3.a~ 
without further alteration at least up to Mach numbers when the sir inside 
the boundary layer beccanes dissooiated (see Ref.1) and possib3y beyond this 
stage If correct assumptions oan be made about the physical properties of the 
air in its dissociated state. 

The numerical solution 45 6 7 referred to above cover a wide range of Mach ) ) 
numbers and temperatures and Eokert has show& that a dose approximation to 
them can be obtained in the majority of oases if the physioal. properties of 
air appearing in the well known "incompressible" flow formulae for heat 
transfer etc. are evaluated at a temperature oorrespond5ng to an 'lintermediate" 
enthalpy ix which is given by the simple foxnnik 

. 

i x i 4 + 0.,5(iw-i,) + 0.22(&-i,) (2.13) 

i 
where subscripts I, w snd. wo refer to Oonditions in the stream outside 
the boundary layer, at the wall (body surface) and at the waU tier zero 
heat transfer oonditions. 
equation (2.10) 

il ~3 & will be known ad 4p. is given by 

where the enthalpy reowery factor r is given ap pmrbat&- bJ- the Pohlhaus8n 
formuLa 

1 
r 3 (a")" (2.14) 

ad Prandtlnumber qx is evaluated at TX c0rresponding to ix from 
equation (2.13). The partixxilar variation Of Prandtl number wxth temperature 
now in favour 1s given in the NBS-NACA tables9 and is reproduced u1 Fig.2b. 
(Nternativel,y r may be read from the graphs of Ref.7, for example, it' these 
are available.) 

. Zero heat transfer ad "effective" enthdpies 

The enthalpy for zero heat transfer is obtained from equations (2.1C) and 
l (2.14) in OomMnation with equation (2.13) with &, = ho. when h * ho 

these ssme equations would indicate a different value of 
significance of this variation of (' 

(z&O-+). The 

the heat transfer rate from the 
with & appears when evaluating 

heat fer ooeffiaient hr through 

(2.11) 
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since 
& 

I ho implle5 (through Rquati0ns (2.13), (2.10) ana (2.14)) that 
no onger ret.ams the value whxh it had under sero heat transfer condl- 

To avoid confusion it might be better to call the value of 
~in?qIaZ% (2.11) an "effective" 
i$ by 

or a "potential" enthalpy and replace 

native is 
I ff (say) in equations (2.10), (2.11), (2.13) and (2.14). The alter- 
2 0 retain & and forget pre-conceived notions about it8 constancy. 

This avoids dtiplicity of symbols and 1s adopted in the remainder of this i 

paper. 

Local Heat Transfer Coeffioients . 

In incompressible flow, the Reynolds analogy factor is given apprdtely 
by 

and for looal &in friction we have 

Of 
4 = O.&&Rex 

so that local heat transfer ooeffloienf is given by 

Following Eckert's procedure we then have 

G= 0.332 (2) 
-2/3 

(Re;? 

in compressible flow, where 

(2.7) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) l 

( 
sinca statio pressure p is oonstant across the boundary lsyex, the equation . 

PI rx ofstateglves -xx"F , 
P ' > 

-9” , 



Likewise 

PS,X 
Re,X = - 

PX 

. 

T1 ti P Rex-.-. 
Typx . 

(2.19) 

Hence, subsfituting from equations (2.18) and (2.19) ~JI (2.17) m 0bte.h 

S-I , = 0.332 (u,) -“’ Rex4($ . $$ ($7 (2.20) 

and comparing this with equation (2.16) we see thst for the ssme free stream 
temperature (detYni,ng q) end Reynolds number, we have 

t P (dJ”($ . $ (2.21) 

. for the ratio of the coeffioients 111 compressible and in inoompressible flow. 

X 
lL should be evaluated from Sutherland's formula 
h 

+J% = 9.800 x lo-2 (T ::I.&) (&) 

. r'ig.Ja shows the 
Lamar heat transfer 
the stratosphere when 
and hence 

.__-_ ,.. 
* :: 

(2.22b) 

effects of Mach numbsr and surfaoe temperature on 
ooefficient as given by these equations, for flight in 
T.j = 216.5% In this case bi = 0.733 (Flg.2b) 

(Ref.1 considers the effects of &&&es in &nbient t'emperature and in ~LV- 
tmular the &ifforekio~~~hi+'nfeUlioobur between witk-tunnels and f?ii&) 

I _ . 
Since in the aitxzaft case there is the possibility of sustained iTight 

at a given Mach number, tham is an interest in how the heat transfer 
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coeffloient will vary as the surface warms up, 
of constant Mach number against Tw/Tl. 

so the plot in Fig.3 is of lines 

values under zero heat transfer conditions 
The full line gives the limit&+ 
and the appropriate values of "O/Tf 

are miioated on this line by M = I, 2 . . . etc. 

It is interesting to note that the total variation of 1 
M b 5 srd zero heat transfer IS only 14 per cent. (The 
been kept the same as in the corresponding plot, Fig.%, 
boundary layer to make it easier to oompare the relative 
bility in the two oases.) 

Mean Heat Transfer Coefficients 

vertical scale has 
for the turbulent 
effects of compressi- . 

The compressibility variation given by equation (2.22) does not involve 
Reynolds numb%, so it (and Fig.ja) appU.es equally to mean heat transfer 
coeffio~ents, i.e. to coefficients based on the overall amount of heat being 
transferred between stations 0 and x, as distinct from the looal heat transfer 
at the s&tion X. In this case the *tincompressible~~ flow formula is 

% 
P 0.664 6, 

a3 ; 
Ret‘ . (2.23) 

2.11 Signxfioance of the tVintermediate" enthslny, ix 

The oonstents in the fonmila for intermediate enthalpy . 

ix p jy + 0.5(iw-i,) t 0.22(zwo-i,) (2.13) 
. 

are emptiioal and were ohosen by Eoke & 
&0.5# z r7 

to give the best fit with the numari- 
‘XAJ. results for skin friotion, 

The analysis in Ref.1 has shown, however, that this dxumecliate enthalpy 
1s close to the mean enthalpy (i) taken wi+h respeot to velocity (u) across 'Jhe 
b- LEiy-, the latter being given by 

i = i, + 0.54(~-i,) t 0.16(im-i,) 

for values of c: between 0.75 and 0.70. 

For zero heat transfer conditions (& = &) there is little difference 
between the two fonmilae, but the emphasx alters when heat is being trans- 
ferred.. To check the signif icance of this the numerical results of Refs. 5-7 
were re-analysed inRef.1 on the basis of mean enthalpy and an equally good 
oorrelation was obtained (as compared with the correlation on the basis of 
intermediate enthalpy). 

The significance of this analogy arises when considering turbulent boun- 
dary layers in section 2.2 below. . 

2.2 Heat transfer formulae for turbulent boundary layers in compressible flow 

In view of the success of the intermediate anthalpy method with lsminar . 
boundary layers and also because of its apparent relation to mean enthalpy with 
respeot to velocity, it seemed worthwhile to make en estimate of the mean 
enthalpy of a turbulent boundary layer. Thus was done 111 Ref.1, and gave 

(‘),, c i, + O.s(iw-i,) + 0.16(%-i,) 
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when r and s (equations (2.10) and (2.7)) were given the values 

r = 0.89 

and 9 = 1.22 

both of which are derived from experimental res1Llts. 

The constants in equation (2.25) are xlentical with those UI equation 
(2.24) and this may go some way toweuds expkining why application of the 
intermediate enthalpy formula (equation (2.13)) to the turbulent boundary 
layer has been successful in oorrelating experimental result&. 

Either intermediate or mean enthalpies give good correlations of the 
numerous experimental skin friotion and heat transfer results now available 
for turbulent boundary layers up to Ed = 8 under oor&tions close to zero 
heat transfer. Only a few results are available under conditions of large 
heat transfer, and these do not agree amongst themselves. (For further dis- 
cussion see Ref.1.) Further experimental programmes on the effect of Tw/Tj 
are under way in the United States and XI this country it is hoped to make 
similar measurements in the Hyperrsonio Wind Tunnel at the R.A.E. Meanwhile 
it seems likely that the effects of Tw/T, may not be larger than would be 
given by the intermediate enthalpy method, and for this reason it is 
suggested as being the most suitable for use in design calculations. 

The application is similar to that already described in the ease of 
laminar boundary layers. The factors and s must be obtained from 
experimantal results. From these SeFff TO has shown that the mean value of 
9 1s 1.22 and no consistent variations with M or 
discovered. 

Tw/T, COUCL~ be 

friotion* 
Hence, from the Prandtl-Schlichking type formula for local skin 

Qfi = 0.288 (lee,, Rex)-2'45 

we obtaan 

+-G 
-2.45 = 0.176 (l”glo Rex) 

which in compressible flow becomes 

.Icxx s 0.176 (loglo Ret) 
-2.45 

with density and viscosity evaluated at the temperature corresponding to the 
intermediate enthalpy 

ix = il + 0.5(+,,-i,) + 0.22(iwo-i,) . (2.13) 

Concerning recovery faotor, the vast maJority of experkasntal results 
have been obtained in wind tunnels and have been analysed in terms of tem- 
perature recovery factor rT (equation (2.5)). These results indicate that 
rT may vary with Reynolds number as shown in Frg.4. NO systematic effect 
of &oh number was noticed among the results collected III Ref.2, but when 

* The various formulas for turbulent skin friction in incompressible flow are 
considered in Ref.1 snd equation (2.26) was chosen as the most suitable and 
convenient for application. 
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combined with Brevoort and Rashis results 11 . 111 Fig.4 It seems possible that 
differences ascribed to change in model (flat plate to bodies of revolution) in 
Ref.? may have been a Mach number effect 1~1 dzsguise. However, the accuracy of 
measurement of sero heat tzansfer conditions is insufficient to allovr such a 
concidsion to be drawn from the amount of evidence available. 

On the other hand the results gave a definite indication of a reduction 111 ' 
temperature recovery factor from O.Sg-O.gO thz ugb 0.88 to 0.87 as Reynolh 
nuniber IS mcxeased from IO6 through 107 to 1 04 

. 
In extend- these results to the flight case, we shall make the arbitrary 

assumption that temperature is re laced by enthalpy and that the snthalpy 
recovery factors r of equation 7 2.10) will be given by the curves of Fig.4. 
(Under wind tunnel conditions of low temperature there would be little differ- 
enoe between temperature and enthalpy reoovery faotors, of.Fig.2.) 

In addition to a vsrlation of r, it is found that equation (2.28) implIes 
a small Reynolds ,number effeot on kH/$li (see Ref.1). Therefore in plotting 
WQ. It. is neaessary to specify the associated Reynolds number and Fig.3 
shows'the variation of k@H, with tb and l!w/Tj for Rex = IO7 and 
r = 0.88. 

This variation is much larger than Was found for laminar boundary layers 111 
Fig. ?a. 

Earlier work at the R.A.E. had suggested that */ofi or ~*/Ni for . 

turbulent boundary layers was a function only of the temperature ratio TW/T, 
and would. not be affeotedby Mach nuder. This seemed to be supported by the 
correlations of Ref.2, but since that time, further experimental results have l 

become available an3 it begins to appear that the variations may be more as 
shown in Fig,.%. ,Prom the designer's point of view this X.S all to the good. 
Dependence only on S/T, would. give the sold line labelled "zero heat 
transfer" qunder all cotitions, but it now seems that this Would progJ?essively 
overestimate the heating at low values of TW/T., as Mach number is increased. 
It is possible that the reduced values shown in Fig.3 may still be over- 
estunates, since the N.O.L. tunnel wall results quoted in Ref.1 stayed Close to 
the limit&g value for zero heat transfer at the Mach ridder in question as 
Tw/T~ was reduced. Further experimental results are obviously required: 

meanwhile (as mentioned above) it seems likely 'chat the 
at gxven Mach number may not exceed those shovm in Fig.3b. 
&wdL42-6~y --@fkLd--PaL, 

has been added for comparison, since thus is used as a limiting case in the 
applioations of section 4.4. 

, 
Finally the overall heat transfer between station 0 and station x will be 

given by the mean heat trsnsfer oocfflcient 

I$ = 0.28 (lqo Rx) 
-2.6 

(2.29) ’ 

with density an3 vtic3sz.t~ evaluated as before at the temperature corresponding 
to the intermediate enthalpy 

ix = i., + 0..5(iw-i.,) + 0.22(iwo-i,) . (2.13) 
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2.3 Heat transfer by radiation 

In addition to an inwards flow of heat by conveotion as considered above, 
the surface will also be losing heat by radiation ta its surroundings of 
magnitude 

. 

5 t 
where e is emiasivity factor (values in Ref.3) 

snd T,is% 

[ 
It will also be reoeiving back heat by radiation from the SurrOLuditlg air 

of amount 

, T 4 
2.78 % & 

( > 

where E is the gas emissitity. This is usually taken +a be small: values 

-3 mu 
. oftheorderof 3x10 

ft2 so 
have been quoted. 1 

Heat will also be reoeived by solar redzation to surfaces exposed to the . sun's reys (end also by reflection from the earth or clouds, see Ref.3) and 
this would have a mSximumvalueof 7x10 -2 CHU 

ft2 so 
, but it osn be r&wed 

very oonsiaerably by suitable choice of surface finish. 

3 Transition from lamin~r to turbulent flow 

So far, formulae have been given for heat transfer with fully 1sdns.r or 
with fully turbulent boundary layers and it is of interest to know how far 
back a leminex boundary layer may extend on a body or wing. Appsndix I lists 
various factors which will influence transition position but in most o=eS it 
is not possible at present to give more than a qualitative answer as to their 
effects. 

However it IS beginning to appear that, the curves presented in Ref.2 for 
the quantitative effects of Mach number and heat transfer may not be over- 
oPtimisti ti Fig.5 shows the combined effect of these two factors (CURBS 
aerived from Figs. 27 and 31 0f Ref.2). The cxuvws give possible transition 
Reynolds numbers on a Smooth surface, uninfluenced by pressure gradients, 
rm&neSs or shale waves, and show the marked effect which surface tempttratuz'e 
(heat transfer) can have. The 0-s for M = 4 and M P 5 are less defi- 
nite than those far M 

i' 

= 2 and, M = 3 and so they are given as broken lines. 

The transition Reynolds numbers can be translated into distances from 
6 nose or leading edge when the flight conditions are known and Fig.6 (F&la of 

Ref.1) gives Reynolds number per foot run in terms of Mach number and altitude. 

Thus M = 4 at 60,ooO ft gives RQ 

I 
z m 3 5 IO6 (Fig.6) so that a surface tem- 

perature of @C, giving ReT P 18 x IO6 (F&5), would give 6 ft of lSminm 
boundary layer. 
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These figures could be improved by favourable pressure gradients but might 
be much reduoed by roughness, so it would be unwise to plaoe too much relianoe 
on them until actual flight experienoe is svailsble. 

4 Applications of the heat transfer formulae 

Section 2 has given the present ideas about the most suitable and con- , 

venient formulae for use in oaloulations of aezdynamio heating end it might be 
wise to olose the paper at this stage and refer to Ref.3 for details of oal- 
culation procedures, since sll appliaations are bound to be psrticulsr in some * 
respect and their results may not agree with those of other applications whioh 
at first sight appear closely similar. However, even psrtioular applications 
me helpf'ul in giving sn idea of the magnitudes urvolved and it ia in this 
spirit that muoh of the follow& section is presented. 

Where neoessary, the standard atmosphere as given in Ref.3 has been used, 
and the results throughout are striotly appliosble only to a flat plate. 

I+1 Zem conveotive heat transfer or "recovery" temperatures 

Aercdynsmic heating rates would become zero at the suzt'aoe temperatures 
given in the following table (snd plotted later on as the solid lines in Fig-II). 
The turbulent values oorrespond to a recovery factor of 0.88, appropriate to 
Re, = 107 (Fig.4). 

5 12 3 4 5 
; 

Altitude: 0 ft, T, = 150~ 

TWO Lsrninar 
oa c Turbulent 

Aititude: 25,000 ft, T, = -34.5% 

Go Laminar 
oc Turbulent 

l 64 206 428 725 1086 

66 216 456 774 1160 

6 124 313 565 878 

7 132 336 607 937 

Altitude: 36,000 ft to 100,000, T, = -56.5OO 

TWO Laminar 88 260 493 7m 

QC Turbulent -18. 95 282 532 834 

These show a considerable effeot of altitude, caused by changes in the 
ambient temperature Ti. It should be emphasised that the temperatures quoted 
are the maxima to which any struoture could be subjeoted. In praotioe r&is- 
ticn awsy from the surface (and internal cooling if present) would hold the 
surface temperatures down to the equik&ri.um temperatures considered in section 
4.3 and the reduction can be large at the higher altitudes. 

(The tem~ratures quoted in the above table sre lower than those given by ' 
Refs. 3 or 12. This is because of the *roved values of reowery factor used 
in the present paper.) . 
&2 Looalheat transfer factis "h" 

These factors are defined by 

9 = h(Tm - %) (2.4) 
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and the values of Two quoted III section 4.1. They have been obtained from 
the formulae of section 3, giving 

i 

9 = h’(i,, - +,,I 

* and the relation 

i -i 
h = hf;"-Tw. 

WC w 

(2.11) 

(4.1) 

4.21 Effect of M, Tw/T, and altitude at given Re, 

Fig.7 gives values of the looal heat transfer factor b in terms of 
CHU 

ft2 so oc 
for Rex = IO7 ~33 over ranges of Ma& number, surface tempera- 

ture and altztude. 

Altitude is seen to have the most pronounced effect, there being an 11 
to 1 variation between 50,000 ft and 100,000 ft. There is a slightly greater 
variation with Mach nu&er for laminar than for turbulent boundary layers, 
but on the other hand t;le positions are reversed as regards effeots of SIX- 
faoe temperature. 

. 
Comparison of Figs, 7a and 7b shows that there 1s considerable benefit 

to be galned. from maintaining a laminar boundary lsyer to thx Reynolds 
. number, there being a factor of about 8 between corresponding laminw? and 

turbulent values. Effects of variations m Reynolds number are considered 
in section 4.22 below. 

Two general pdnts should be made about Fig.7. First, the OcmpsrisOn 
1s at oonstant Reynolds number and comparison with Fig.6 will show that for 
the same Mach number this eorresp0nd.e to ddf'erent distanoes back along the 
body at different altitudes. If the values were for given X rather than 
Rex, the variation with Mach number at given altitude would be redwed, 
pwtiCd.ady in the case of the leminar boundary layes. Second, all the 
altitudes are wit&in the stratosphere for which an ambient temperature of 
-56.5’~ was assumett. Variation in ambient temperature would require the 
plot to be against Tw/T, rather than T,. 

The marked effeot of altitude is illustrated further by Fig.8, whioh 
compares the value of h at any altitude to that at 50,000 ft end the same 
Remolds number, Mach number, and ratio Tw/~j. Under these oonditions the 
variation in the stratosphere (full line) is equivalent to the variation of 
air density. In the troposphere the variation also includes the speed of 
sound and with a laminar boundary layer should also include small variations 
in recovery factor due to chtiges in temperature level. The last nawd item 
WBS neglected in preparing Fig.8 snd hence this portion of the curve is 
shown as a broken line. 

4.22 Effect of varzation in Reynolds number 
. The effect on h of variations in Reynolds number at oonstsnt Madi 

tier, altituae and surface temperature 1s illustrated by Fi.g.9. The con- 
ditions taken correspond to the case taken by N. J. Hoff in bis pa*r to the 
3rd MO-Ameriosn Aeronautical Conferences-' (far wbxh he assume6 a value of 

90 cmJ 
i-t2 hr "c 

for a turbulent boundary layer, this value being based on an 

incompressible flow formula for h). 
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Surface temperatures (uniform) of 15’C and 250°C are assumed in Fig.9 to 
show the effect of this parameter. Also the lsmins~ cuz-fes are continued to the 
point where transition would OC~IX from Fig.5: this is muoh later at the lower 
temparature. 

The turbulent heat transfer factors are well below Hoff's value of 

90 
CW 

ft2 i-it Oc * 
This is oaused by the effeots of oompressi?S.l.ity~ 

Withalaminar boundary layer the variation of h with x (or Rex) is . 

simply 
h _ ,-i (4-l 1 

and thus high values would be reached near a sharp leading edge, x a 0. (The 
variation of equation (4.1) would no longer apply in the neighbourhood of a 
blunt lesding edge.) 

W~lth a turbulentboundszy layer the variation is more cwmplex. Approximate 
values are given in the following table, where n is the index in an assumed 
variation 

h -l/n . - x (4.2) 

The ValUes of n are given to the nearest 0.5 and are based on equation 
2.28?.) 

. 

4.3 Heat flow rates "q" and influence of radiation 

Fig.?0 shows the actual heat flow rates ,,,I1 which would. 
'; 

e experienced in 
flight at 50,000 ft at the station corresponding +,o Rex = IO . These are 
given in terms of k'P/rt2 at different surface temperatures and Mach numbers 
and represent the heating loads Ihat would have to be applied at this station 
adng stmoturaltests in a laboratory. 

i 
The solid lines give the aerodynsmio heating rates inwfu-ds to the body both 

for lsminar boundary layers (Fig.lOa) and for turbulent boundary layers 

t 
Flg.lOb). Values read from these curves would vary with Reynolds number 
distenoe along body) as discussed in section 4.22 and illustrated in Fig.9 and ' 

would vary with altittie in accotianoe with Fig.8. Tlz~s there would be about 
a IO:1 factor in either direction in going from50,OOO ft to sea level (-ease 
in q) or to 100,ooO ft (decrease in q). 

The broken lines give the mount of heat wkoh 3ould be radiated away from 
the sti'aoe, assuming two values of surface emissivity fnotur, e = 0.9 and. 
E = 0.1. This heat loss i3 independent af .d.titud.e. 
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For a given surface temperature and Mach number, the net flow of heat 
into the surface will be given by the difference between the aerodynarmc heat 
input (solid lines) and radiative heat loss (broken l&es). Inspection shows 
the benefit of a high surfaae ermssavit;y, particularly since the surface tem- 
perature will be stabilised when the net heat input beoomes zero and whiz 

. equilibrium temperature oan be oonsiderably less than the zero heat transfer 
temperature. 

(Se Fig.10 is an illustration oonfined TV one altitude, the benefits 
i of high emissivity are not very apparent if the boundary layer is turbulent. 

However, they become more noticeable as the altitude is inoreased, because of 
the substantial decrease in aercdynardc heating rate as mentioned dove. 
Illustrations of this effect are given inRef.1.) 

4.,31 Equilibrium temperatures 

Values are given in Fig.11 of the equilibrium temperatures (T,,) reached 
when the aercdynamic heat input is balanced by the radiative heat loss. 
Fig.l?a is for a laminsx boundary layer, Fig.llb is for a 

""i 
bdent boundary 

layer, and both give local values ocrrcsponding to Rex = 10 . (Thus 
different values would be reached at other stations along the body beoauss 
of variations in heat transfer coefficient, and the variations would be 
greater far laminar thsn for turbulent boundary layers.) 

The sd.id lines give the zero heat trander temperatures djBcussed in 
'. seoticn 4.1. These increase rapidly with Mach number and would O-SPO~ to 

the very worst case of zero emissivity. 

The broken &es correspond to the very good case of z = 0.9 an5 show 
l stistantidreduations in temperature partioularlyat ihewer altitudes. 

For e=ple at ld = 5 and. 100,000 ft, zero heat transfer ad e uil.drium 
temperatures are as given in the fol.bdng table (for Rex 1 IO ? ). 

Lambar Turbulent 

*wo (E = 0) ‘0 780 834 

T we (6 = 0.9) 00 170 355 

The xmportanoe of a high emissivity is emphasised by the fact that the 
combination of a turbulent boundary layer and high emissivity may well give 
a lower equilibrium temperature than a lam%ar boundary layer and low 
emissiviiy. 

The question as to the Kach ntior at which ermssiv5.Q becomes imported 
cannot be answered Greatly since Fig.11 will show that Lt is also necessary 
to specify an altitude. The dotted line across Fzg.lla end F&lib gives 
equildrium temperatures corresponding to tb.e Mach number-altitude relaticn 
of a constant equivalent air speed (constant dynemia head) of 660 knots. 
In this case one might say that emissiv~ty effects begFn to be notioeable 
at Maoh numbers shove 2. However, this conclusion \~ould be altered by 

i taking a Uferent E.A.S. or a differen% station on the body. 

4.32 Heat transfer factors relative to equilibrium temperature 
. 

Ocnt&xing consideration of the case R+ P 107, it is interest&g to 
&duos heat transfer faotors relative to equilibrium rather than to zero heat 
transfer tcmpxature, since it is these which.will determine the time taken 
for the skin ta heat up to the equilibrium temperature. Taking E = 0.9, 
we define 
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h Ret 
net i T we -T w 

where qne+ is the difference between convection and radiation and oan be > 
obtazned from curves such as in Fig.10. 5 

Values of h appropriate to Figs. 10 and 11 are given in Fig.12. 
These are intende8e&ly to give an illustration of the magdtudes involved and 
It, Mill be notice& that the vduea do not extend right up to the appropriate 
eqdibrium temperaties as mould be given by Fig.11. T~u restricted range 
was dictated solely by considerations of convenience and economy in mmputing 
time, since referenoe to Fig.lQ will indicate that lnoreased aocuracy would 
become necessary if deriving values close to the equilibrzua temperature. 

. 

Oompering the values of hnet in Fig.12 with those of h in Fig.7 shows 
that the two are of similar magnztude, but altitude has less effeot on hnet 
+&U-L it had on h (the values of hnet beoome relatively larger as altitude 
is increased). Also the effeot of surface tempera-e a.8 reversed in most 
cases: h net increases with Tw, particularly at the higher altitudes. 

it should be emphasised that Fig.12 is included only as an illustration 
and variations from it might ooaur if either Reynolds number or emisslvity 
factor were al%ered. 5 

4.4 Time taken to reach eqtilibrium conditions 
. 

The heat transfer coefficients and faotors discussed in the previous seo- 
tions oan be used 5.n oombination with R known skin material and thickness and a 
known flight plan to compute the variation d skin temperature with +&me. The 
basso equation for a skin thvl er.ough for the temperature across it to be sen- 
sibly uniform (and neglecting internal cooling) is 

dT 
GTiF = h (Two-T,, - 2.78 E 

where t is time 

and G is the Lest oapaoity of the skin 

(= p,S,d where ps is the density, os is the speoific heat and d is the 
thio.kness of the skin). 

An alternative expression would be 

w 
Gxz = hnet ($, - T,) (4.4) i 

with values of hnet derived 89 in section 4.3. 
7 

If temperature gradients aoross the skin are signifio&nt then the right hand 
sides of equations (4.3) and (4.4) b eoome the b0undw.y conditions of a pure oon- 
duction problem. 

In'either case there is'no general solution which will oover all flight 
plans, so the equations have to be solved in individual oases either by a step- 
by-dep numer'icd integration (Ref.3) or by means of an analogue computer. 
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However, analytical solutions are available if the variation of h is 
restricted snd radiation is neglected (alternatively rs&ation osn be included 
and the variation of hnet4 is restricted). The ocmnonest of these is to take 
h constsnt which is raglily the oase for oOnatant altitude and haOh number 
(see Big.7 or 12) and this has been a popular .s.eauuptim &en considering the 
effects of aerodynsmic heating. This assumptim of oonstant altitude end Maoh 
numbermsybe reasonable over considerable portions of agiven flight plan, 
but unfortunately it is neoessary to speoify how the airoraft reached this 
altitude and haoh number before the initial skin temperature oonditions Osn 
be postulated, It la highly artificial to assume that the whole surface of 

z the aimraft willbeatunifonntemperature atthebeginning of the cruise 
(as is ucplally done) and likevise the effeots of naOrunifonn temperature dis- 
tributicm2 should be inoluded vhen csloulating its subsequent history, psrti- 
cularly for stations near the leading edge or nose tire the temperature 
gradients may be large. 

However, v&en this is done, cne should also take into acoount the faot 
that the atmoture isbynomesnsthe uniform shell assumed in equations&.3 
and 4.4, so that the ccmplioaticns multiply thmaselvee and in the end one is 
forced to the oonolusicm that there msy be sanething to be said for the arti- 
ficial approach, provided one reoo&ses that it is artificial and applies it 
only to gain general impressions of vhatmsy happen. Thie is the philosoplur 
of the present secti0n. 

Thetwomain assumptions used throughoutarethat the flight is 

: (a) at aonstsnt Maah nwnber 

and (b) at ccnstant altitude. 

. The effects of assuming h = oonst are oonsidered below and this is 
followed by consideration of Vhin" and of "thick" &ins. In all cases there 
is the further assumption of 

(c) no heat flow frcan the skin into the interior of the body. 

Analysis by Davies'4 of the relative magnitudes of externsl and internal 
heat transfer oceffioients, assuming the skin snd structure to be a uniform 
shell, has indioated that this last assumption should not lead to over-serious 
errors, provided Ihere is no forced cooling of the inner nell. 

4.41 Aerodynen&o heating of thin skins. Effeat of assuaing 
h = oonstant 

Fig.3 shows that if M is constant then IQ is a fun&ion only of 
~TI. If the altitude zwnains constant then the seme csn be ssid of h 
(cf. equation (2.6) sqd Fig.7 or 12). 

This vsriaticn of h with T is larger for turbulent than for lsminar 
boundsry lsyers, so the following &scussi~n is confined to the turbulent 
case. 

. 
Fig.3 shows that the turbulent variation of h (k$ with Tw 

acoording to the intermediate enthslpy formula lies betwen 

. h = ho = ccmstsnt (4.5) 

(-there ho is the value under zero heat transfer oonditions) snd the line 



Substztutlon of these relations m equation (4.3) ard neglecting the radz- 
ntlon term yields the following solutions for tne varlatlon of skin temperature 
mth time: 

ho Tw 
T;t = l%(Two - T) 

1 
(4.7) + 

Ti 
if ho = const, where Ti is the value of Tw at t = 0, and 

(4.8) 

T h 
The variations of -t!- vilth T 

ot 
WO 

G given by aquatlons (4.7) and (4.8), 

assuming Ti = 0 are shown in Flg.13. (If T1 4 0 thgz heating tunes oan i 

stLU be read from F1g.13 by subtraotmg the value of r t corresponding to 
T. 
1 from the final value of T 

WO 

%t .) 1 

As m&t be expected, heating 1s more rapti If h follows the variation 
given by equatron (4.6) instead of remaining constant at its zero heat transfer 
value, but percentagewise the differenoe in times to reach a given dun tampera- 

T 
ture decreases as $- tends to unzty. This 1s dlustrated further by Fig.15 

WO 

which gives a plot of 

T 
WO - TV! hO 

T - Ti agaznst 
WO 

G t. 

There is a single curve for the osse hQ = const (equation (4.7)) but when h 
varies (equation (4.8)) there are ind.~vtiual curves for individual values of 
T. 
1. T 

WO 

':nese two figures (13 and 15) give an rdea of the errors introduced by 
taking h = const and rt should be empha sise?. that the true variations may be 
someiTnere about half way between the extremes given by equations (4.7) and 

(4.8). In practice therefore and at least 1n preliminary calculations it may 
be sufflolently accurate to rise mean values of h taken off curves such as in 
Fws. 7 and 120. 

* This apples to estunates of tunes taken to reach a given temperature. If 
tivdual heat flmv rates are being constiered (for estimating temperature 
gradients etc) iz r~ould. be preferable to use the values of h appropriate 
to the temperature of the surface at the time m question. 
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A corollary of this result 1s that if tests are being planned where= . 
aerdynamio heating rates are to be deduced from measured variations of skin 
temperature with time and it is desrred to be able to differentiate between 
various "theoretioal" estimates then It would be preferable to 0hoCS.e a skin 
materdl of large heat capacity so that ho/G is small and hence the time 
scale is extended as much as possible. 

&I.+2 Effeots of skin thiokness and thermd propertxes h = oonstant 

A solution is given in Ref.15 for the linear flow of heat in a soiid 
bounded by two parallel planes, where one faoe is heated (and h is constant) 
ad the other face is insulated (assumption (0) above). For simplicity we 
shell assume that the s&Lid (skin) is at uniform temperature throughout. 
Then apart from distance into the skin, the solution depends on the two 
parameters 

Ps”$ 
and 

The solutions in section 4.41 for thin skins depended on the parameter 

it 
h s-t 

PSOSd 

which is the product of the two parameters listed above, so in ~nnsideruig 
the extension of the results of section 4.41 to include "thick" skins it is 
convenient to xeplot the results of Ref.15 in terms of 

This separates the effects of heat capacity C and thermal cond.ztivlty ks. 

ha Fig.14 illustrates the effect of i;- by plotting $ against $t 

for values of hd s WO 
i;- of zero and unity. The former c-cc2~~pnds to the ideal 

s 
"thin" skin of Fig.13 since there will be no temperature &f'ferc?ntinl aoross 
it. In the latter case lt 1s necessary to speclry position ecxoas the skin 
snd curves are given for the outer surface, the -er surface end the mean 
temperature. 

The results in Fig.14 illustrate the following general trends which 
accompq an Lcrease zn ha while keeping 

ks 
jj constant. 

1. Both the mean temperature and the inner surface temperature rise more 
slowly than would be predicted by the "thin dun enalys~s" of section 4.41. 

2. Initially the outer surfaoe temperature rises more rapidly but later it 
lags behti the results from the "thin skin analysis". (Thus 1s a con- 
sequence of the fact that initially the aercdynemic heat flows swamp the 
capability of the thermal conductivity to tak5 heat away from the surface, 
but as the sudaoe temperature rises the aerodynamu heat flow decreases 
and the heat is able to get away from the surface more easily.) 
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The definition of a "thin" skin and the sultabxlity of the anslysls m 
'section 4.41 therefore depends on the value of the parameter w/k,. Fig.16 

T -T 
gives plots of Two _ T against hd 

wo i 
$ t for a range of values of -i;- . Fig.16a 

8 
considers mean temperature, Fig.16b xnnsr surface temperature and Fig.16c outer 
surface temperature, and the trends are as discussed above. Finally Fig.1 7 

gives a cross-plot in terms of 2 and shows how the times to a given tempera- 

M is increak& ture ratio vary as r 
s 

Arbitrarily one might say that a skin could be oonsxlered "thin" if 

F < 0.1. 
8 

The physical thickness will therefore depend both on h and on ks+ 

However if heating tunes are worketl out on'the basis of the "thin slun analysis", 
then the curves of Fig.17 mght be used to correct for slcin thickness. 
Alternatively, the answers may be obtained dlreotly from Flg.16. 

Fig.l-/a displays the interesting feature that if mean temperatures are 
considered, then if 

T wo, -F 
T - Tl. 

< 0.3 
wo . 

the values of the time parameter 2 t Lncrease linearly with F , at least 

hd 9 
upto -=.. 

k* 
ncooralng to 

= 1*0.355 . 8 (4.9) 

In practice it would be unusual to be able to vary the +hermd conduotivlty 
of the sti while keep- Its therm& capacity constant. The mm usual situa- 

tion 1s that of varying the skin thrckness and this affects both 

Increasing the skin thxlmess decreases $ 
8 

ati hence increases the tline to a 

given mean temperature, ard the foregoing results show that this time will be 

increased still tither by the urcrease zn hd . k The same appiles to inner 
S 

s.s;celtzperature, but the outer surface may not always show this happy . 

will kot 
. . xn tlx early stages of the heating, an increase in skin thichess 

give a commensurate increase in time to a given temperature. 

4.5 Numerical examples . 

The use of' the foregoing solutions can be illustrated by some numerical 
examples. 

In these we shall assume that an aircraft arr~es at an altltucle of 
75,000 ft with a skin 5emperature of 15% and 1s travellmg at id = 5. The 
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problem 1s to determine the subsequent variations in skin temperature at a 
station 5s feet from the nose (correspondmg to Rex = 107, Flg.6), neglecting 
effects of temperature gradients end pressure gredients and using "flat plate 
f omulae". 

In the first case the skin is taken to be '/IO inch thlok anti have the 
. thermal properties of mild steel*. For comparison, results are then given 

for a transparency of fused silica of the same thickness and in both cases 
the effects of radiation are considered (assuming E = 0.9, whxb assumes a 

% suitable surface finish on the steel and is the value quoted for polished 
glass at low temperatures). Finally the effects of skin thickness are 
illustrated by increasing the +ickness of the fused silica to $ inch. 

In all cases we assume a turbulent boundary layer. The zero heat 
transfer temperature (Fig.Ilb) is then 

T 
WO 

= a34Oc 

and the equzilibrim temperature with E = 0.9 is 

T we = 4yo”c 

From Fig.3 we then take 

h= 9 
T 

WO - TN. 

f 3.3 x 10-3 
CHU 

ft2 SG "c 

and from Fig.12b 

h Ret 
net = T we - T, 

The final general result is that the 
obur at its start when Tw = 15oG, 

maximum heat input clu.dng the cm~se will 
andfromx@s.lOend8thisis 



case 1. l/lot1 mild steel 

The thermal properties are assumed tc be3 

G = 4-5 5 per inch thickness 
C 

and 

ks 
= 8.65 x 10'~ 'HU in' 

ft2 SC Oc 

h = 3.82 x 1O-2 & 
h 

and 
net 

T;;; 
x= 8.1 x 1@-2 & 

and these show that under the present flight conditions a &tee1 skin up to 
1 inch thick could still be regarded as thin (assuming 
criterion). 

/ks < 0.1 as the 

Fig.18 shows the variation of skin temperature with time, obtained from 
Fig.?6a with F = 0, and 

s 

4 
G = o.l+l.+ & 

h net -zz 
G 0.933 & l 

. 

In either case Fig.17 indzxcates that the corrections for finite skin thi&.ness 
would be negligible. 

Consid.ering the effects of radiation, Fig.18 shows that these become 
impartmtarcund 3C@Cl, and the e ui.Libriumtemperatureis readed an about 
5 minutes. NegLeotring reiiiaticn s 6 3 0) the skin temperature is still rzG.ng 

T -T 
after 6 minutes. It would reach 8OO’C xn 7 minutes and 826Oc 

( 
T" _ T ~0.99 
WC i > 

in lo& minutes. 

The times shown in Fig.18 would vary direotly with %ickness if the skin 
thi+ess were changed (at least up to I inoh thickness). 

Finally the maximum temperawe gradient through the skin would be at the 
surface at t P 0 and is 

. 
If the crulsirg, altitude were changed, then the times to a given tempera- 

ture neglecting radiation would very inversely as the change in h given in 
Fig.8 prcvtied the new value of 
50,000 ft the l/lOtt skin would reaoh M~j&gygc$~ ~&y ~gyggtskln 

thidness can be altered as well as altitude prcvidd the conductivity ccndi- 
ticn ha/k, ( 0.1 is satisfied. 

The results with radiation are particular to 75,000 ft shoe h varies 
with altitude, and bt does not follow the mum variation as h. 

-25- 



Case 2. l/lOtt fused skba 

In this case we shall take 

G = 2.28 per inoh thichess 

ks = 2.74 x IO-' 7 in' 
ft so Ocl 

so that by comparison with mild steel, the heat capacity is about halved end 
there is a factor of about 30 on the oonduotivlty. 

h 
n 1.20 & 

h net 
% 

ena TP 
2.56 & 

so that effeots of skin thickness wdl be more marked. 

For a thickness of ~/IO", 

ha 
h neta 

ks 
5 0.121 ena 7 = 0.256 

S 

of wkich the former is just above the value 0.1, ad Fig.lBb shows the 
resulting variations in outer surface, inner surface snd mean temperatures. 

. The combination of scales (the same as in Fzg.18a) does not show up very wd.l. 
the variations in temperature across the skin, but in fact there is W"-@c 
differenoe between the outer and inner surfaces in the early stages of the 
on&e. However, Later on these aifferenoes are mob reduced and the varis- 
tlon becomes essentially that of a thin skin. By comparison with an ideal 
thinskin En0 

( > k, 
the times to a given mean temperature 111 the later stages 

Would be greater by about 4 per cent ~II the csse neglecting radiation (from 
equation (4.9)). 

Considering mean temperatures and neglecting radiation, 800°C is reached 
in just under 4 minutes S& 8260~ III & minu+Rs. These reduotions, oompsred 
with steel, are primarily the effect of reduced haat oapaclty. Including 
radiation, the equilibrium temperature is reached in about 3 minutis. 

The madrmsn temperature gradient through the skin St111 occuT8 at the 
surface at t = 0, butnowhas the value 104.02. 

These results can not be generalised. to other tbidaesses and altitudes 
because of the relatively Large value of h/k. 

. Case 3. 9 fussa silioa 

In this case 
. 

hd. - = 0.603 
$ 

. which is well above the value 0.1, snd Fig.19 compares the heating rates of 
'/IO" and & fuSed silxca, neglecting rs&Lstion (to avoid oonfusiofi Of 0-s). 
The differences mtemperature across the $' silica are compsxatively Large. 
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For example, after 5 minutes the outer, mean and inner temperatures are 505, 
430 ma 390% respectively. An alternative oomparison is the time taken to 
reach a given temperature. The '/IO in. silica reaches 600% in about I$ 
minutes, whereas the outer surface and mean values for the $ in. silica do not 
reach this temperature until 7.3 and 8.8 minutes respectively. 

These inoreases in time oompared with the l/IO in. silica arc not entirely ' 
an effect of increased heat capacity.. This alone would give a factor of 5 on 
time end result in the dotted line labelled "thin skin approximation". (Note 
that the thin shin approximation crosses the outer surfaoe ourve at about . 
7 !ninLltes. This is the effect noted in Fig.14.) According to this approxi- 
mation a temperature of 826OC would be reached in 264 minutes, whereas the more 
accurate value allowing for conductivity effects would be about 32 minutes. 

These three examples may help to illustrate the roles played by heat 
transfer coefficient, heat oapacity and thermal conductivity. It should be 
emphasised in conolusion that the numerioal values are mostly particular to the 
altitude, speed, body station and initial conditions chosen. 

OP 

OS 

a 

G 

h 

h’ 

i 

T 

k 

kS 

9 

r 

rT 

s 

U 

x 

M 

List of symbois 

speoafio heat of air at oonstant pressure 

speoifia heat of skin material 

skin tbiokness 

s P80Sdl heat capaoity of skin material per unit surfaoe area 

Newtonian heat transfer faotor = 9 T _ T 
wo w 

modified heat tranefer factor = 9 
i wo -$r 

enthalpy 
(=i' > 

op dT 

0 
temperature (degrees absolute) 

thermal conductivity of air 

thermal conduotitity of skin material 

heat flow per unit time per unit surfaoe area 

enthalpy recovery factor 

temperature rwoveqy factor 

"Reynolds analogy f'aotor" 

velocity 

distanoe from leading edge or nose 

Xach number 
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List of symbols (Contd) 

Y ratio of speoifia heats of air 

E emissivity factor (rsdz.ation) 

P vlaoosity of air 

P density of air 

ps density of akin material 

Olr o- Prandtl number P -f- 
( > 

Of looal skin friction coeffiolent 

% heat transfer oceffioient h J 
fJ Jful "p 

Re Reynolds number 

Superscript 

X refers to in+x?nwdia.te temperature (enthalpy) 

Suffixes 

I conditions in stream outside boundary layer 

w surfaoe ofbcdy(thin skin) 

VT0 zero convective heat transfer oonditions 

we equYl.Sxiwu-+d+%$s (allowing for rdtion) 

Sl outer surface of skin (thick skin) 

s2 tie3 g&.&is&&(qg&jj &Jyy,- I c . - 
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APPENDIX1 

Factors influeno5ng transition 

Item Favourable Effect Unfavowable Effect 

1. Mach Number 
(sero heat transfer 

Possibly forM>b5 Inrange ?<M<3k 

conditions) 
(Note Fig.31, Ref.2) 

2. Heat Transfer For heat flow from For heat flow from body to 
airstreamtobody 

t 
rw < !Jwo) 

airstrem (T, > qo) 

Note Fig.27,Ref.Z) 
(Note Fig.27,Ref.2) 

3. Pressure Gradients If favourable (and If adverse. (TransLtion 
rt combinedwith 2 msy ocour soon after the 
may have very pro- start of an adverse pres- 
nounced effeat, sure gradient.) 
Note G.M. Low. 
NACA TN 3103) 

4. Roughness Never. Relevant parameter may be 
k/s. 6 increases with M 
so the problem may become 
easier as speeds increase. 

5. Shook waves 
striking boundary 
Layer 

Almost oertain to cause 
transltion. (Ref. N.P.L. 
work on shock-wave 
boundsx 
action. 3 

layer inter- 

6. Incidenoe m Should not be noticed by boundary layer 
on straqht wings. 

Bodies Forward movement of transitxon on lee- 
ward side. 
Backward movement of transition on wind- 
ward side. 
(See Davies,,RAE Tech Note Aero 

to be issued.) 

Wind tunnel test results msy be affected by tunnel turbulence, and there hFs 
also been reported an effect of ambient pressure (increased pressure giving 
inoreased transition Reynolds number), but a consistent correlation has yet 
to be made of this latter effect. 

. 
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SURFACE TEMPERATURE ON LOCAL HEAT 
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